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Abstract—Sensing and processing peripheral input is a ubiq-
uitous capability of personal computers. Text entry on physical
and virtual keyboards, mouse pointer motion, and touchscreen
gestures are the primary ways in which users interact with
websites viewed on desktop and mobile devices. Peripheral input
events must pass through a pipeline of hardware and software
processes before they reach the web browser. This pipeline
is device-dependent and often contains low-frequency polling
components, such as USB polling and process scheduling, that
influence event timing within the web page.

We show that a relatively unique device fingerprint is formed
by the timing of peripheral input events. No special permissions
are required to register callbacks to keyboard, mouse, and
touch events from within a web browser, and the technique
works on both desktop and mobile devices. We propose a dual
clock model in which both a fast reference clock and slow
subject clock are compared through a single time source. With
this model, the instantaneous phase of the subject clock is
measured and used to construct a phase image. The phase image
is then embedded in a low dimensional feature space using
FPNET, a convolutional neural network designed to extract a
device fingerprint from the instantaneous phase. Performance
is evaluated using a dataset containing 300M keyboard events
collected from over 228k devices observed in the wild. After about
two minutes of typing, a device fingerprint is formed that enables
87.35% verification accuracy among a population of 100k devices.
Combined with features that measure user behavior in addition
to device behavior, verification accuracy increases to 97.36%.
The methods described have potential as a second authentication
factor, but could also be used to track Internet users.

Index Terms—clock skew; triplet network; Internet privacy;

I. INTRODUCTION

Browser fingerprinting is the practice of measuring device-
specific attributes from within a web browser to perform
stateless tracking of Internet users [1]. A browser fingerprint
may include many different entropy sources ranging from
software properties, such as User-Agent, installed plugins,
and timezone, to hardware side effects, such as pixel-level
differences in the way images are rendered [2]. Fingerprint-
ing techniques have been extended to mobile device sensors
which have repeatedly been shown to enable device identifi-
cation [3], [4], [5]. As of 2021, at least one quarter of the
top-10k visited websites implement some form of browser
fingerprinting [6].

Time-based device fingerprinting techniques have evolved
alongside browser fingerprinting [7]. Timekeeping differences
among devices may result from manufacturing inconsisten-
cies as well as environmental conditions. Crystal oscillator
circuits are prone to changes in frequency based on ambient
temperature, which, if under an attacker’s control, could enable
targeted alias resolution [8]. This approach of device finger-
printing based on clock skew generally requires a reference

clock (presumably controlled by the attacker) to compare
measurements against. Recent work however has explored
the use of function execution time within a web browser to
obtain a device fingerprint [9]. This method relies instead on
differences in machine performance without the need for a
reference clock.

We introduce a new method to fingerprint devices based on
the timing of peripheral input events, leveraging differences in
the way various hardware and software components process
keyboard, mouse, and touchscreen input. User input must
pass through a chain of processes that sense and deliver the
events to an application, such as a web browser [10]. This
chain typically includes a microcontroller on the peripheral
device, communication protocol between the peripheral and
host, operating system (OS) scheduler, and browser event loop.
Many of these include low-frequency polling that is driven by
an independent clock from system time.

Device fingerprinting is possible due to unique charac-
teristics in the periodic behavior of hardware and software
components responsible for processing peripheral input. This
includes, for example, the timing of USB polls which originate
from the USB host controller operating off of an independent
clock from the host. The USB host controller regularly queries
USB devices for new events. Low-speed polling occurs at
around 125Hz, although depending on the device it could
be slightly faster or slower. In addition, frequency drift and
variations in the period between polls, i.e., timing jitter, are
observed. Besides USB polling, we find a number of other
low-frequency processes that exhibit similar characteristics.

We propose a dual clock model that captures this scenario in
which two clocks are compared through a single time source.
In the dual clock model, a reference clock measures the times
at which a relatively slower subject clock ticks. Robust device
fingerprints are formed from the instantaneous phase of the
subject clock, which reflects the precise time at which the ticks
occur relative to the reference. The instantaneous phase seems
to be both device and software dependent, largely capturing
the complete hardware+software stack on a device.

Our approach consists of using estimates from the dual
clock model to form a phase image from the peripheral
timestamps. We show that the phase image simultaneously
captures clock frequency, skew, drift, phase, and jitter (i.e.,
changes in instantaneous phase), all of which contribute to
the device fingerprint. Like face images, phase images are not
directly comparable. A convolutional neural network, FPNET,
embeds the images in a low dimensional feature space that
enables device identification and verification as well as system
profiling, for example predicting device model and OS family.



Unlike prior work ([7], [8], and [11]), fine grained clock
behavior is captured by our model. The dual clock model
allows clock properties (e.g., skew, drift, phase, jitter) to
be measured from a single time source as a result of the
various processes that handle peripheral input being driven
by independent timers. Instantaneous phase, rather than skew
in prior work, reveals idiosyncratic device behaviors in the
presence of low-frequency polling. This approach has wide
applicability: it requires only the ability to measure the time
of peripheral input events. This can be performed from within
a web browser using, e.g., the JavaScript Date API, as no
special permissions are required to register callbacks to DOM
events induced by keyboard, touchscreen, and mouse input.

Our method of fingerprinting scales up to many thousands
of devices. We validate the approach using a corpus with over
300M DOM events captured from over 228k Internet users in
the wild. Relatively unique device fingerprints are formed from
300 keystrokes (600 events), which take about two minutes to
capture. With 10k devices, rank-1 identification accuracy is
56.2%, and as population size scales up to 100k it drops to
just 29.7%. Combined with features that capture user behavior
from the same timestamps, rank-1 identification rates increase
to 84.6% and 63.1% for 10k and 100k devices, respectively.
A near perfect 1000-fold reduction in population size (98.2%
rank-100 accuracy with 100k devices) is achieved.

The main contributions of this paper include:

• The dual clock model, which enables comparison of two
different clocks through a single time source. The model
assumes a high resolution reference clock that reports the
times at which some lower frequency subject clock ticks.
We show that frequency, skew, drift, phase, and jitter can
all be measured within this model.

• The concept of a phase image that captures fine-grained
clock behaviors and enables device fingerprinting. The
phase image is formed by modular residues of the ob-
served timestamps. A method to calculate the modular
residue with minimal precision loss is introduced.

• FPNET, a convolutional neural network that embeds
the phase images in a low dimensional feature space
to extract device fingerprints. The model architecture
is inspired by face recognition systems but designed
specifically for phase images.

• Device fingerprinting results on a large dataset contain-
ing 228k desktop and mobile devices observed in the
wild. User+device pairing is performed by combining
the device fingerprints with features that capture user
behavior. The device and user fingerprints are shown to
be independent and significantly increase identification
accuracy when combined.

Section II provides background on processing peripheral input
and related work; Section III defines the dual clock model;
Section IV examines the presence of periodic behavior in
a large dataset; Section V describes device fingerprinting
methodology; Section VI contains experimental results; Sec-
tions VII and VIII discuss results and conclude, respectively.
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Fig. 1. Time quantization of DOM keydown and keyup events measured
in a web browser using the JavaScript Date API. Gray arrows indicate when
the events are sensed by the keyboard; purple arrows indicate times at which
USB polls return event data; green arrows indicate the times reported by
Date.now() inside callbacks registered to the events.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Input event processing

Document object model (DOM) events form the basis
of interactive and dynamic web pages. User input events
(keydown, keyup, mousemove, etc.) typically originate
in a peripheral device attached to the host. In this section,
we review the main components responsible for processing
peripheral input on personal computers, including desktop,
laptop, and mobile devices. These include: the peripheral
itself (e.g., keyboard) that polls a sensor for physical changes;
the communication protocol between the peripheral and the
host; the OS scheduler; and the browser event loop. Each
component introduces a delay to the event and in many cases
exhibits periodic behavior driven by some independent clock
running at a lower frequency than the browser timestamps.
This effectively quantizes the event timestamps as measured
in the web browser. This model is shown in Figure 1.

1) Sensor polling: A keydown event begins with the
user physically closing a circuit on the keyboard. Circuits
are arranged in a crossbar switch called a matrix, and the
keyboard microcontroller periodically scans the matrix by
pulsing each column. Matrix scanning occurs at 100-200Hz
on most keyboards [12]. When a closed circuit is detected,
key debouncing is applied which consists of a short timeout
(~5ms) to avoid spurious keystrokes as the switch contacts
bounce open and closed [13]. Both debouncing and matrix
scanning limit the rate at which keyboard events can occur.

Text entry on touchscreen devices, despite implementing
the keyboard in software rather than hardware, also perform
polling to detect keydown and keyup events. The touch
sampling rate is the rate at which the touchscreen can sense
touch events. This is not to be confused with the screen refresh
rate, which may be different than the touch sampling rate. The
latter ranges from 60Hz to 240Hz on newer devices [14].

2) USB and PS/2: The Universal Serial Bus (USB) standard
is the most widely used protocol to connect a human input de-
vice (HID), such as mouse or keyboard, to a host [15]. The vast
majority of USB keyboards and mice are low-speed devices
(USB 1.1) and communicate via interrupt transfers [16]. The
USB host controller regularly polls the HID for new events.



When a poll is received, the device will either respond with a
report containing new events or send a NAK packet indicating
nothing to report. Note that because the USB host controller
initiates endpoint polling, there is no load induced on the CPU
until an event is received. The USB specification states that
the maximum polling interval (set by the bInterval field
in the endpoint descriptor) for low-speed devices must be in
the range 10-255ms. However, it is common practice for low-
speed devices to use an 8ms polling interval [10].

Prior to USB, the Personal System/2 (PS/2) protocol was
widely used. Unlike USB, PS/2 delivers a hardware interrupt
directly to the host CPU [17]. Despite being interrupt based,
a sample rate must be set on the PS/2 device itself [18]. This
ranges from 10-200Hz, such that the device will send no more
than 200 events per second to the host. Once received, the
interrupt must be handled by the host.

3) Process scheduling: An interrupt request (IRQ) signals
the presence of peripheral input to the CPU. The IRQ is
raised over a physical line connected to the programmable
interrupt controller (PIC). While some IRQ lines have fixed
designations (e.g., PS/2 keyboards connect to IRQ1), USB
keyboards send events to the USB host controller which
typically shares an IRQ line with other devices. What happens
after this depends on the OS process scheduling policy. Both
the scheduling algorithm and preemption policy can affect the
time at which the IRQ is handled.

On Linux, there are three main modes of scheduling:
periodic, dynamic, and adaptive [19]. In periodic mode, the
scheduler interrupts the running process to decide on context
switches at a fixed rate specified by the OS clock tick.
More common on personal computing devices, dynamic mode
employs a periodic strategy under high load and omits schedul-
ing interrupts when the system is idle. This reduces power
consumption on mobile devices which may spend a significant
amount of time in an idle state. In adaptive mode, scheduling
interrupts are omitted if there is only one runnable task, which
may be appropriate for systems with real-time constraints.

Process scheduling occurs similarly with other OS families.
On Windows, time is sliced into quantums. One quantum is
the amount of time a thread typically runs for, ranging from
10-15ms [20]. Earlier versions of Windows implemented a
characteristic 64Hz interrupt timer (15.625ms quantum) [21].

4) Browser event loop: The OS kernel notifies the browser
of user input through a callback, after which the browser
queues the event and invokes the appropriate callbacks within
the web page. HTML specification conforming browsers ad-
vance state in discrete frames, following an event loop respon-
sible for handling DOM callbacks, rendering, and updating the
DOM [22]. Once the browser has received notification of the
event from the OS, it is placed in the event queue. The HTML
specification does not mandate a particular speed at which the
event loop executes. Browsers may try to maintain a 60Hz
event loop, synced with screen refresh rate, or scale this up or
down depending on hardware capability and system resources.
If the loop slows beyond the allotted time, frames are dropped
altogether. This is referred to as jank [23].

B. Related work
1) Device and browser fingerprinting: A device fingerprint

is comprised of hardware and software characteristics that
enable device identification [5], tracking users [24], authen-
tication [25], and Internet measurement applications such as
alias resolution, i.e., associating multiple IP addresses to a
single physical device [26]. Device fingerprinting techniques
vary by which sensor or software system is measured, ranging
from timestamps and sensors to browser version information.

Closely related to our work is that of Kohno et al. [7],
which demonstrated that a physical device could be remotely
identified based on TCP timestamps (enabled when the TCP
Timestamps option is set), as well as ICMP timestamp replies.
An on-path observer calculates the offset between TCP times-
tamps and a reference clock controlled by the observer. Over
time, this offset may grow or shrink, and the clock skew is
rate at which the timestamps from each source diverge. This
phenomenon is well documented, as the network time protocol
(NTP) specifically aims to synchronize the time of networked
machines by accounting for differences in skew [27]. Clock
skew measured through TCP timestamps may be relatively
unique to a physical device depending on the victim’s OS and
whether system time is NTP synchronized.

Taking this concept further, clock drift refers to the change
in clock skew (i.e., frequency offset) over time. Crystal oscil-
lator circuits may speed up or slow down based on ambient
temperature. Thus, heat dissipation from the CPU under high
load can result in clock drift. This can allow a location-hidden
service, e.g., over Tor, to be resolved to the same physical
machine that hosts a publicly accessible IP address [8]. An
adversary may induce a high CPU load on the victim by
repeatedly accessing resources hosted by the hidden server
and simultaneously observe clock drift through a public IP
address assigned to the same machine.

Our work differs from [7] and [8] in that timestamps are
acquired within a web browser rather than remotely. This
threat model aligns with recent work on browser fingerprinting
in which device-specific hardware and software attributes are
measured within a web browser to provide the means for
stateless tracking compared to, e.g., cookies [1]. The browser’s
User-Agent string, screen resolution, and installed fonts, to
name a few, all provide some entropy which may contribute
to a relatively unique identifier.

Hardware features specifically can enable cross-browser
fingerprinting, for example pixel-level differences based on
GPU-specific antialiasing effects [28]. Repeated function ex-
ecution time is also relatively unique due to performance
variability across machines [9]. More recently, high-entropy
mobile device fingerprinting techniques have been developed
based on accelerometer and magnetometer readings [29], [5].
These sensors must be calibrated due to manufacturing im-
perfections, and the calibration settings are unique per device.
Our approach departs from these techniques in that no special
sensors or JavaScript APIs are utilized.

2) Human computer interaction: The precise timing of
user input has been extensively studied in human-computer



interaction (HCI), though from a different perspective than our
work. Input latency, or lag, is the time delay from physical
interaction to a change in the system state, e.g., pressing a
key and then seeing a character appear on screen. Latency
is a critical factor that can affect human task performance
measured by the amount of effort or time a computing task
takes [30]. Peripheral latency has been well documented [12],
and HCI designers often strive for low-latency systems [31].

Recent work has noted stark differences in latency among
USB-connected keyboards and mice [10]. Because of the
various polling processes described in Section II-A, input
latency distributions are often multimodal and not properly
summarized by aggregate statistics such as mean and standard
deviation. The USB polling rate largely determines input la-
tency, although the ways in which a low-speed device (125Hz)
adapts to high speed polling (1000Hz) can differ dramatically.
This is significant in the HCI literature because input latency
can skew the results of psychological studies that measure
minuscule differences in response time [32].

The measurement of latency requires a closed-loop setup,
e.g., automating mouse input and detecting when the pointer
moves on screen. Although device fingerprinting might be fea-
sible through latency measurements, this setup does not scale
well. Our approach is partly inspired by the work of Wimmer
et al. [10] but considers only timestamps measured on the host
rather than peripheral-to-host latency measurements.

In addition to HCI, peripheral input is of interest for
biometric applications. Differences in the way people type or
move a mouse cursor can form the basis of user authentication,
such as a second factor during password entry [33]. Research
in this area measures idiosyncratic user behaviors for person
recognition, and includes keyboard, mouse, and touchscreen
input [34], [35]. This capability is a privacy concern as well,
noting that user profiling (e.g., predicting age and gender) can
be performed from mouse pointer motion alone [36].

Recently, keystroke biometrics have shown promise as a
means of multi-factor authentication when scaled up to thou-
sands of users [37]. TypeNet is a recurrent neural network
(RNN) trained with triplet loss using a large keystroke dataset.
The model embeds a sequence of keystroke timings in a low-
dimensional feature space and achieves user verification error
rates that plateau at around 2% with 50-keystroke samples
and a population size up to 100k users. Our work draws
some inspiration from Acien et al. [37]; we show how device
behavior can be extracted from the same data.

Device-specific behaviors in keyboard event times have
previously been observed, with [38] and [39] noting device
effects on event timing as a limitation to keystroke biometrics.
In [39], timing artifacts resulting from USB polling were found
to significantly alter user behavior fingerprints. We propose
that device-specific behaviors could actually be leveraged to
improve keystroke biometric systems and show that more
discriminatory power is achieved by pairing features that
measure both device and user behavior.

III. DUAL CLOCK MODEL

We introduce the dual clock model and estimation tech-
niques in this section, borrowing some terminology from [7]
(based on the NTP standard), [40], and [41] (see Appendix A
for a summary of notation). Our model departs from prior
work that fingerprints devices based skew and drift (e.g., [8],
[7], [11], and [42]) in two important ways: first, we assume
that only a single time source is available which contains an
implicit reference; second, we show that temporal dynamics
beyond skew and drift can form the basis of device finger-
printing. Specifically, we estimate the instantaneous phase of
a low frequency clock measured at irregular intervals.

A. Overview

The dual clock model contains a reference clock CR that
reports the time at which some lower frequency subject clock
CS ticks, exemplified in Figure 1. The reference clock emits
measurements at irregular times driven by some external event
source, e.g., input to a keyboard or other peripheral device.
Before reaching the reference clock, events pass through a
low-frequency polling process which acts as a buffer. As a
result, timestamps measured by the reference clock are closely
aligned to the subject clock ticks.

Let ṫi be the time of event i which occurs as soon as there
is a measurable state change in the peripheral device (e.g., a
keyboard circuit closes), and let tRi be the observed timestamp
of the ith event as measured by the reference clock. The event
times ṫi are not observed. Because of event handling, which
at a minimum includes the physical transfer of an event from
peripheral to host, tRi > ṫi.

Clock resolution is the granularity with which time ad-
vances, i.e., the period between ticks. We denote the period of
CS by T S (alternatively CS has frequency fS = 1

T S ). Likewise,
CR has period TR and frequency fR = 1

T R . Driven by the event
source, the subject clock advances in discrete ticks,

kSi =

⌈
ṫi
T S

⌉
(1)

where kSi ∈ N (i.e., kSi is a natural number) and i ∈
{1, . . . , N}. Event times of the subject clock are given by

tSi = φi + kSi T
S (2)

where φi ∈ [0, T S) is the instantaneous phase of CS. Reference
clock ticks are given by

kRi =

⌈
tSi
TR

⌉
(3)

and the timestamps observed at the reference clock CR have
the form

tRi = kRi T
R (4)

where TR is small and thus time quantization performed by the
reference clock is minimal. The tSi are bounded by reference
clock ticks, tRi − TR < tSi ≤ tRi , and tRi → tSi as fR → inf .
We assume that TR is small enough such that tRi ≈ tSi .



The low resolution of the subject clock has a quantization
effect on the observed timestamps tRi . That is, the intervals
τi = tRi − tRi−1 between timestamps measured at the reference
clock are closely aligned to some multiple of the subject clock
period T S,

τi =
(
kSi − kSi−1

)
T S + δi (5)

where δi = φi − φi−1 and i ≥ 2.
The dual clock model applies to peripheral timings. DOM

input events can typically be measured with at least millisec-
ond resolution in a web browser (i.e., fR = 1kHz) and must
pass through several lower-frequency processes, such as key-
board matrix scanning (100-200Hz), USB polling (125Hz), OS
scheduling (64-100Hz), and the browser event loop (60Hz).
Properties of the subject clock can be estimated through the
timestamps provided by the reference clock. These include the
subject clock’s resolution (i.e., frequency), skew with respect
to a known standard, drift, phase, and instantaneous phase.

B. Estimating frequency

Estimating the subject clock’s frequency can reveal which
process or device class CS belongs to. For example, 125Hz is a
hallmark of USB polling while 60Hz indicates a browser event
loop or touch sampling rate. We estimate fS through spectral
analysis of the observed times tRi . Because the tRi are point
events, the spectral density is computed directly, i.e., without
performing a fast Fourier transform (FFT), as

P (f) =
1

N

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
i=1

e2πjftRi

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(6)

where j =
√
−1. Peaks in P (f) for which f ≤ fR

2
indicate the presence of periodic behavior. Note that in general
Equation 6 requires f to be very close to fS in order to
detect a peak; however, with a 1kHz reference clock (i.e.,
millisecond timestamps), greater tolerance is allowed and the
spectral density estimates are “binned” as described in [41].
For additional background, see [41] and [43].

We estimate the frequency of the subject clock by

f̂S = arg max
f

P (f) (7)

which corresponds to the dominant frequency in the peri-
odogram. This generally requires a fine search over f , and we
form the estimate f̂S in a two step process to reduce computa-
tion. First, f̂S is estimated using a coarse grid of integer-valued
frequencies, f ∈ {1, . . . , 500}. This reveals which process
or device class the subject clock belongs to since P (f) will
exhibit peaks near choices of f that correspond to the subject
clock’s resolution. This estimate is then refined through a fine
grid search centered around the peak (see Section IV-A).

Note that the reference clock frequency places an upper
bound on the measurable subject clock frequency due to the
Nyquist theorem, i.e., it’s necessary that fR � fS. This
suggests an approach to mitigate fingerprinting, and web
browsers have in fact adjusted the way time is reported through

various APIs to limit fingerprinting [44] and timing attacks
[45], in some cases by introducing noise to CR. We test
the effectiveness of these mitigations in Section VII-E by
comparing device fingerprints before and after Spectre patches
were applied.

C. Estimating skew

Clock skew is the rate of divergence between two clocks,
thought to be relatively unique based on device type and
manufacturing processes. However, unlike [7] and [40], we
assume that only a single time source is provided. Instead,
we measure skew between CS and hypothetical clock Ċ
which represents a specification-conforming subject clock with
frequency ḟ (period Ṫ = 1

ḟ
) based on known standards.

The choice of ḟ is based on f̂S being close to a known
standard. For example, an estimated frequency f̂S = 125.1Hz
implies USB polling which should occur at 125Hz, thus the
intended frequency would be ḟ = 125Hz. Clock skew in this
case quantifies how quickly the subject clock diverges from its
intended frequency as measured by the reference clock: f̂S is
measured in terms of CR. That is, the unit of f̂S is cycles per
second as measured by CR, and an estimated f̂S = 125.1Hz
indicates only that CS runs fast compared to CR when in fact it
could be CR running slow. However, assuming CR comes from
an NTP adjusted source such as Date.now(), the former
seems more probable.

We first estimate ticks of the subject clock using

k̂Si =

⌊
tRi

T̂ S

⌋
(8)

where T̂ S = 1
f̂S

. Note that Equation 8 contains a floor function
rather than ceiling because tSi is bounded above by tRi , i.e.,
ṫi < tSi ≤ tRi . Similarly, the intended subject clock ticks are
given by k̇i =

⌊
tRi
Ṫ

⌋
under the assumption that CS should be

running at frequency ḟ . The skew of CS is the first derivative
of the offset between CS and Ċ, given by the slope of the line
fit to points

{(
tRi ,∆ki

)
: 0 ≤ i ≤ N

}
where ∆ki = k̇i − k̂Si .

We can also simply estimate skew as the offset between actual
and intended frequencies,

∆f = ḟ − f̂S (9)

which is sometimes expressed in units of parts per million
(ppm), i.e., the microseconds per second at which CS diverges
from Ċ, given by s = 106

(
ḟ−f̂S

ḟ

)
.

D. Estimating instantaneous phase

Jitter commonly refers to variations in periodic behavior,
which may be measured in the time or frequency domain [46].
This phenomenon is common in oscillating circuits where ther-
mal noise and coupling with nearby circuits may cause uncer-
tainty in the timing of clock edges [47]. The measurement and
mitigation of jitter is also relevant in operating systems since
timing variations may cause uncertainty in process scheduling
which may delay tasks [48]. This is of particular interest



TABLE I
DATASET SUMMARY. COMBINED=DESKTOP+MOBILE DATASETS.

Desktop Mobile Combined
Devices 151,482 76,768 228,250
Events 183,057,600 118,734,600 301,792,200

Typing speed 5.95 keys/sec 4.78 keys/sec 5.49 keys/sec

in real-time systems [49] and high performance computing
applications [50].

We measure jitter in the time domain, i.e., timing jitter,
which is captured by changes in the instantaneous phase.
Considering DOM event timings, congestion along one of the
processes described in Section II-A may cause the subject
clock tick to be slightly delayed, thereby extending the interval
between ticks. This would result in a change to the instanta-
neous phase, which forms the basis of device fingerprinting in
our work.

We estimate instantaneous phase of the subject clock by

φi =

(
T S

2π

)
Arg

(
e2πj

tRi
TS

)
(10)

where 0 ≤ φi < T S and Arg is the principal value complex
argument function with range [0, 2π). We denote the instanta-
neous phase sequence as φ = [φi : i ∈ {1, . . . , N}] where N
is the number of events observed.

IV. A FIRST LOOK AT DUAL CLOCKS IN THE WILD

We examine the presence of periodic behavior in two
large public datasets collected on a commercial platform that
provides web-based tools to evaluate typing skill [51], [52].
For several months, participants from around the world were
presented with a series of English sentences containing at least
3 words and up to 70 characters. Participants were instructed
to transcribe each sentence as quickly as possible into a
textarea that appeared under the sentence. Timestamps
were measured by Date.now() in callbacks registered to
DOM keydown and keyup events. Sessions were tracked
with browser cookies; thus, each session corresponds to the
same device (unless the cookie was cleared) and the same
user (unless the device was borrowed by another user).

We consider the timing of individual events rather than
keystrokes. Each keystroke typically generates 2 events
(keydown and keyup) except in some cases where a vir-
tual keyboard is used: with swipe text entry, a sequence of
keydown events may be generated despite individual keys
not being pressed. We discard sessions for which less than
1200 events were observed, later forming 600-event samples
for device fingerprinting. Table I summarizes the data utilized
in our analysis. After forming two 600-event samples for each
device, the desktop dataset (from [51]) contains 183M events
(~92M keystrokes) from 151k users and includes only desktop
and laptop devices as identified through the User-Agent string.
The mobile dataset (from [52]) contains 118M events (~59M
keystrokes) from 76k users on mobile and touchscreen devices.
Note that this is larger than what was originally reported
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Fig. 2. Examples of four PSD patterns observed: (a) peak at fundamental,
(b) peak at harmonic, (c) peaks within different harmonic series, (d) no peak.

in [52] because data collection continued beyond the date
of publication. The combined dataset combines desktop and
mobile datasets.

A. Spectral analysis

We first examine power spectral density (PSD) patterns
exhibited by peripheral timestamps. The PSD can reveal
the presence and source of periodic behavior and allows a
refined estimate of clock skew. We calculate the PSD using
Equation 6 with integer-valued frequencies up to 500Hz, i.e.,
f ∈ {1, . . . , 500}, for each device in the combined dataset.

Peaks in the PSD indicate the presence of periodic behavior.
The dominant frequency is given by the highest peak, and the
fundamental frequency is the lowest frequency that exhibits a
peak. A harmonic is an integer multiple of the fundamental
frequency. On most devices, the dominant frequency is the
same as the fundamental, but we observed many devices in
which the fundamental frequency carried less energy than
other harmonics in the same series. Additionally, some devices
exhibit no peak at all, and other devices contain peaks within
different harmonic series, e.g., 64Hz and 125Hz which may
occur when events pass through both USB polling and OS
scheduling. These four scenarios are shown in Figure 2.

Fundamental frequencies are determined for each sample
to measure how many devices exhibit periodic behavior. This
allows categorizing a device by its fundamental frequency (if
any) which may be attributed to a common source, such as
64Hz being indicative of the Windows OS family. Noting the
observations above, fundamental frequency detection is per-
formed by first detecting peaks and then removing harmonics
to retain only the fundamental frequency within each harmonic
series detected. Threshold-based peak detection is performed:
peaks are given by frequencies with at least 50% more power
than the 95th percentile. These values were chosen empirically
to agree with peak detection performed by visual inspection
of several hundred samples.



TABLE II
TOP 10 FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCIES IN EACH DATASET.

Desktop
Hz No. Devices % Dataset

125 60308 39.81
60 17045 11.25

250 5127 3.38
100 3534 2.33
300 3115 2.06
200 2353 1.55
400 2028 1.34
375 1987 1.31

64 1659 1.10
50 1482 0.98

Mobile
Hz No. Devices % Dataset

60 14746 19.21
100 2617 3.41
125 2138 2.79
120 1961 2.55

50 1435 1.87
200 1323 1.72
300 833 1.09
250 620 0.81
400 547 0.71
180 472 0.61

Table II summarizes the top 10 fundamental frequencies in
each dataset. The overwhelming majority of desktop devices
(nearly 40%) contain periodic behavior with a 125Hz funda-
mental frequency, suggesting the presence of a USB connected
keyboard. On the other hand, nearly 20% of mobile devices
have a 60Hz fundamental frequency, which may correspond to
either the browser event loop synced with screen refresh rate
or the touch sampling rate. A significant number of desktop
devices are also 60Hz, which is more likely the browser event
loop. In the following section we consider skew of the top
three frequencies among desktop (125Hz, 60Hz, 250Hz) and
mobile (60Hz, 100Hz, 125Hz) devices.

B. Information gained through clock skew

Clock skew has previously been used to identify unique
devices on the Internet [7]. In this work, we consider precise
estimates of the subject clock frequency as a means to perform
device identification. This is done separately for each of the
top three dominant frequencies, where skew is given by the
difference between the estimated frequency f̂S and intended
frequency ḟ . We estimate frequency using Equation 7 by
performing a grid search in increments of 0.0005 Hz within
the range [ḟ − 1, ḟ + 1].

Figure 3 shows the clock frequency distributions of desktop
(125Hz, 60Hz) and mobile (60Hz, 100Hz) devices. We note
that the majority of both 60Hz and 125Hz desktop devices
run slightly fast, while most 60Hz mobile devices run slow.
In addition, the 125Hz desktop distribution appears trimodal,
suggesting that low-speed USB keyboards fall into three broad
categories of slow, normal, and fast.

To determine potential for device fingerprinting, we consider
mutual information (MI) between device ID and clock skew
(frequency offset). The events from each device are grouped
together forming samples of 600 events such that each de-
vice contains at least 2 samples and the events from each
sample do not cross sentence boundaries (the latter condition
ensures some separation between samples). We estimate MI
using the nearest-neighbor estimator described in [53] which
operates over continuous (clock skew) and discrete (device
ID) variables. The results are summarized in Table III which
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Fig. 3. Clock skew estimates for desktop devices: 60Hz (top left), 125Hz
(top right); and mobile devices: 60Hz (bottom left), 100Hz (bottom right).

TABLE III
MUTUAL INFORMATION (BITS) BETWEEN SKEW AND DEVICE.

H=ENTROPY, MI=MUTUAL INFORMATION, NMI=NORMALIZED MI.

Desktop
Hz H MI NMI

125 15.90 2.77 0.17
60 14.12 2.04 0.14

250 12.66 2.22 0.18

Mobile
Hz H MI NMI

60 13.76 2.13 0.15
100 11.37 0.34 0.03
125 11.22 0.89 0.08

also shows the intrinsic entropy (H) and normalized mutual
information (NMI = MI/H) for each device class and each
dataset. While clock skew is indeed unique for some devices,
the NMI is relatively low overall.

C. Instantaneous phase

Our device fingerprinting approach centers on extracting
device-specific behaviors from the estimated instantaneous
phase sequence. Instantaneous phase exposes fine-grained
timing behavior, revealing precisely when the subject clock
ticks relative to the reference clock. To compare different
devices however, φ must be computed using the same period
Ṫ because, as described in the next section, the φ form a
congruence class modulo Ṫ .

To demonstrate some of the diversity in clock behaviors,
Figure 4 shows the instantaneous phase of six devices from
two different classes: 60Hz (top row, Ṫ = 1

60 ) and 125Hz
(bottom row, Ṫ = 1

125 ). Among the 60Hz devices, variations in
jitter are evident. Timing jitter is measured by the magnitude
of phase changes (|φi − φi−1|), which are generally greater
in Device B compared to Device A. The sawtooth pattern in
Device C suggests that the 60Hz clock is running slightly
fast, and indeed for this particular device the estimated subject
clock frequency is f̂S = 60.00125Hz.

We observed instantaneous phase to be especially diversified
among 125Hz devices. This may be attributed to the USB host
controller running off of an independent clock from system
time reported by Date.now(). The phase of Device D
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Fig. 4. Instantaneous phase sequences for three different 60Hz devices (top) and three different 125Hz devices (bottom).

oscillates between two values while Device E exhibits a similar
pattern albeit with greater variation. Finally, the sawtooth
pattern in Device F is due to CS running slightly faster than
125Hz (f̂S = 125.04465Hz), similar to Device C.

V. DEVICE FINGERPRINTING METHODOLOGY

We form device fingerprints by first constructing a phase im-
age that contains modular residues (equivalent to instantaneous
phase) under many different hypothetical subject clocks. The
phase image captures a variety of clock behaviors, but like face
and actual fingerprint images they are not directly comparable.
We define a neural network, FPNET, that embeds the phase
images in a low-dimensional feature space. This approach is
inspired by face recognition systems such as FaceNet [54].
Classification tasks, including device identification and verifi-
cation, can then be performed with a simple Euclidean distance
metric in the feature space.

A. Phase images

Using complex argument identity Arg
(
zθ
)
≡ θ mod 2π,

where complex number z = rejθ and θ ∈ R, instantaneous
phase (Equation 10) can be rewritten as

φi ≡ tRi mod T S . (11)

This implies the φi form a congruence class modulo T S. Thus,
comparing two different instantaneous phase sequences (from
either the same or different device) requires that the same
period be used to estimate φi. However, it may generally be
the case that different T̂ S are estimated for different devices
or even different samples coming from the same device.

To overcome this issue, we can choose some Ṫ close to T S

and use this same modulus to calculate φṪi ≡ tRi mod Ṫ for
different samples. This places all φṪi in the same congruence
class, enabling samples from different devices to be compared.
However if Ṫ is not close to T S, phase wrapping in φṪ will
occur. An example of phase wrapping is shown in Figure 4
where Devices C and F both run slightly faster than the chosen

Ṫ . Points of phase wrapping are denoted specifically by the
ticks of CS and Ċ diverging, i.e., ∆ki either increases or
decreases. An aliasing effect in φṪ occurs when the rate of
phase wrapping exceeds the event rate, and if phase wrapping
occurs too often, aliasing prevents accurately measuring jitter
and other properties of CS. It is therefore necessary to choose
Ṫ close enough to T S such that a sufficient number of events
are observed between points of phase wrapping.

Choice of Ṫ depends partly on the inter-event times τ . Let
r = 1

〈τ〉 be the event rate. Note that r is both user dependent
(e.g., how fast someone types) and peripheral-dependent (e.g.,
sampling rate of the sensor). The expected number of events
between points of phase wrapping is given by n = r

|∆f | . That

is, n estimates the average length of unbroken segments in φṪ .
The segment length provides guidance on how close Ṫ should
be to T S, or alternatively, how large a frequency offset can be
tolerated in the instantaneous phase estimates. For example, to
achieve an expected segment length of 20 events with event
rate r = 10Hz, Ṫ should be chosen such that |∆f | ≤ 0.5Hz,
i.e., ḟ = 1

Ṫ
should be within 0.5Hz of fS.

Selecting Ṫ to compare φṪ from different devices may be
appropriate for samples within the same device class, i.e., two
devices with the same fundamental frequency. However, we
observed a variety of fundamental frequencies among desktop
and mobile devices (see Section IV-A). This motivates the
construction of a phase image, obtained by stacking many rows
of φṪ for various choices of Ṫ . Let φTm

i be the instantaneous
phase of event i determined with clock period Tm, where
i ∈ {1, . . . , N} and m ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. The phase image Φ
is structured as

Φ =


φT1

1 φT1
2 . . . φT1

N

φT2
1 φT2

2 . . . φT2

N
...

...
. . .

...
φTM

1 φTM
2 . . . φTM

N

 (12)

where rows of φTm are concatenated together forming an



M × N matrix. Since the same set of moduli are used
to calculate each image, the phase images from different
samples are comparable: each row corresponds to a particular
congruence class.

The choices of Tm should span all possible subject clock
frequencies that may appear in the device population. The
above criteria for choosing Ṫ based on event rate suggest that
the {T1, . . . , Tm} should be evenly spaced in the frequency
domain such that r

|fm−fS| ≥ n for at least one fm = 1
Tm

where
n is the desired segment length. The average event rate in
the combined dataset is about 10Hz (i.e., 5 keystrokes/second,
and each keystroke emits keydown and keyup events). With
a 10Hz event rate, setting fm+1 − fm = 1Hz (i.e., 1Hz
spacing between fm) ensures that

∣∣fm − fS∣∣ ≤ 0.5Hz, thus
the expected segment length is n = 20 events.

With small enough spacing between the fm, the phase image
simultaneously captures dominant frequency, skew, and drift,
in addition to jitter. To see this, consider the phase image of
a subject clock with frequency fS = 1

T S . The fundamental
frequency is given by fm closest to fS and will correspond
to the row in Φ that appears most regular. With no timing
jitter and Tm = T S, then φTm would remain constant; with
fm slightly less or greater than fS, the phase would gradually
change due to drift.

Likewise, skew of the subject clock can be estimated from
the phase image. Considering fm closest to fS, a refined
estimate of subject clock frequency (i.e., offset between fS and
fm) can be obtained from φTm . Let d be the slope of the line
formed by points {(ti, φTm

i ) : ∆ki = 0}, i.e., points at which
actual and intended subject clock ticks are equal which occur
between discontinuities in φTm . Then f̂S is given by d

Tm
. A

more robust estimate of fS could be obtained by unwrapping
the instantaneous phases to remove discontinuities [55].

Figure 5 shows example phase images from four differ-
ent devices. The shape of each image is 481 × 600 × 1,
where dimensions correspond to 481 frequencies, 600 events,
and 1 channel. We consider only integer valued frequencies,
fm ∈ {20, . . . , 500} for several reasons. Timestamps were
obtained through Date.now() which provides a 1kHz ref-
erence clock, forcing the upper bound of 500Hz due to the
Nyquist Theorem. The lower bound of 20Hz was chosen to
avoid the measurement of user behavior, which occurs in the
range of 1-10Hz. Finally, spacing of 1Hz was chosen as this
provided adequate bounds on segment length given the average
event rates in both datasets, which is approximately 10Hz.
More importantly, integer-valued frequencies enable comput-
ing the phase image with primarily fixed point arithmetic.
We found that floating point precision loss due to rounding
errors significantly degraded the resulting device fingerprints.
See Appendix B for implementation details on calculating
instantaneous phase with minimal precision loss.

B. FPNET

Similar to face images and other high-dimensional data,
a method is needed to extract representative features from
the phase images. We define a convolutional neural network

(CNN), FPNET, for this purpose. The architecture of FPNET
was developed specifically for phase images using techniques
inspired by face recognition [54]. Acting as a feature extractor,
FPNET consists of a function f (Φ) that produces a compact
embedding x ∈ R128 (128-dimension vector) from phase
image Φ. The model is trained with triplet loss to produce
embeddings that can be used for a variety of device finger-
printing tasks, such as device identification and profiling.

Phase images differ from face and other natural images
in several ways. Most importantly, the axes of the phase
image have different units: rows correspond to the frequencies
used to calculate instantaneous phase, and columns correspond
to the event index. There is a natural ordering along both
dimensions, with time progressing along the columns and
frequency increasing along the rows. We considered several
different network architectures that have worked well for face
and natural images (e.g., [56]) and ultimately converged to
the structure in Appendix C (Table VII). The design choices
in FPNET were motivated by several factors.

One of the key strengths of convolutional networks is loca-
tion invariance, a result of having locally connected regions in
the convolutional layers. With phase images however, each row
corresponds to a difference congruence class. Characteristic
trends may occur along different rows, and these trends carry
a location dependence within the image. That is, depending on
the device class, one or more rows in the image may appear
“regular” (e.g., see Figure 4), the location of which depends on
the fundamental frequency. For this reason, FPNET is struc-
tured to achieve location sensitivity along rows and location
invariance along columns with several defining characteristics:
• 1 × 2 pooling layers only. By pooling only along the

time axis, location sensitivity along the frequency axis
is achieved. This creates a rectangular receptive field at
each layer, which widens over events and remains narrow
over frequency.

• 1× 3 convolutional layers followed by 3× 3 convolution
layers. The 1×3 kernels force early layers in the network
to focus on sequential patterns. It is not until halfway
through the network that 3× 3 kernels begin to consider
phase from neighboring rows.

With this structure, receptive fields grow linearly along the
frequency dimension and exponentially along the event di-
mension, eventually spanning the image width.

C. Model training

FPNET is trained using triplet loss [57], a metric learning
technique in which triplets of images are presented to the
network and the distances between images are ranked. During
each iteration of training, the model is presented with three
examples: an anchor, a positive example, and a negative
example. The positive example shares the same class as the
anchor and the negative example comes from a different class.
The triplet loss function is given by

L (ΦA,ΦP,ΦN) = max {d(ΦA,ΦP)− d(ΦA,ΦN) + α, 0}
(13)
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Fig. 5. Phase images from four different devices with dominant frequencies (left to right): 60Hz, 64Hz, 100Hz, 125Hz. Zoomed insets are centered on the
dominant frequency of each device showing regular patterns in different parts of the image. Pixel intensity represents instantaneous phase along each row.

where α is a margin and function d(·) is the Euclidean distance
between embedded images,

d(Φi,Φj) = ‖f(Φi)− f(Φj)‖2 . (14)

In this way, the model learns to rank distances. Within-class
distances are forced to be smaller than the margin α, and
between-class distances are forced to be larger than the margin.
We set the margin α = 1 for model training.

In addition to triplet loss, we use an online triplet mining
strategy [54]. Within each batch the losses from only semi-
hard triplets are considered. Semi-hard triplets are those for
which the negative example is further from the anchor than
the positive but still within the margin α. That is, only triplets
for which d(ΦA,ΦP) < d(ΦA,ΦN) < d(ΦA,ΦP) + α are
considered within each batch. We found semi-hard triplet
mining to significantly improve separation between classes.

The presence of semi-hard triplets within each batch de-
pends on there being enough triplets to choose from. Im-
portantly, we form batches such that each batch contains all
the samples from a particular device, i.e., classes rather than
samples are shuffled between epochs. The batch size was set
to 256, which we balanced with model size to fit in GPU
memory. With two samples per device for training, this ensures
that each batch contains 128 devices.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The embedded phase images form the basis of device finger-
printing in which Euclidean distances between embeddings are
considered. We evaluate two different fingerprinting scenarios:
device identification/verification as a supervised learning prob-
lem; and user+device pairing, which combines phase image
embeddings with another model that captures user, rather than
device, behavior. From the combined dataset, 128,250 devices
are used to train FPNET after which fingerprinting results are
obtained on the remaining 100k devices (approximately 60%
of the combined dataset). In this way, FPNET need only be
trained once as the devices in training and evaluation sets are
mutually exclusive.

A. Device identification and verification

The goal of device identification is to match a query to the
correct template among a population of many devices. In the

experiments below, the population consists of a single phase
image from each device, i.e., device identification is performed
with one-shot learning and a 1-nearest-neighbor classifier.

In supervised learning tasks with thousands of unique
classes, it is common to consider rank-n classification accuracy
for n > 1 in addition to rank-1 accuracy. With rank-n accuracy,
a query sample is correctly labeled if the true device template
is among the closest n templates to the query. We evaluate
device identification using rank-1, rank-10, and rank-100 ac-
curacy with the population size reaching 100k devices. For
perspective, the ImageNet benchmark contains 1000 classes
and it is common practice to report both rank-1 and rank-5
accuracy [58].

Device verification is a binary classification problem in
which one must decide whether two different phase images
belong to the same device. We compare the distance between
two embedded vectors to a threshold: if the distance is below
the threshold, then the devices are matched; otherwise they are
labeled as a non-match. We evaluate verification performance
by two different metrics. The equal error rate (EER) is the
point on the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve
where false positive rate (FPR) and false negative rate (FNR)
are equal. We also consider the true positive rate (TPR) at
0.1% FNR (denoted as TPR@10−3), which is the same metric
reported by FaceNet [54].

Identification and verification performance metrics are sum-
marized in Table IV. With 10k devices, FPNET achieves a
56.17% rank-1 accuracy and 87.74% TPR@10−3. For compar-
ison, FaceNet achieves 99.63% TPR@10−3 with a population
size of about 5.7k users. FPNET rank-1 accuracy drops to only
29.7% with 100k devices, while TPR@10−3 remains relatively
unchanged. This is consistent with prior work using triplet
networks for verification that found the EER to plateau rather
than decrease as more classes are added [37].

B. User+Device pairing

Recent work has shown that keystroke dynamics enables
user verification to be performed at a large scale [37]. TypeNet
is a recurrent architecture that embeds 5-dimensional keystroke
sequences (4 timing features and the JavaScript event keycode)
in a low-dimensional feature space. The model was trained
with triplet loss, albeit without triplet mining, and achieved a



TABLE IV
SUMMARY OF IDENTIFICATION AND VERIFICATION ACCURACY FOR EACH DATASET AND FEATURE TYPE.

Population Size Dataset Features
Identification Accuracy (%) Verification Accuracy (%)

Rank-1 Rank-10 Rank-100 TPR@10−3 EER

10k

Desktop
Device only 53.52 84.47 96.10 82.80 1.99
User+Device 85.17 98.39 99.77 96.33 0.47

Mobile
Device only 38.74 77.07 96.27 76.00 1.84
User+Device 68.61 93.18 98.65 93.36 1.17

Combined
Device only 56.17 88.34 97.70 87.74 1.50
User+Device 84.75 98.07 99.65 97.31 0.54

100k Combined
Device only 29.70 62.89 88.43 87.35 1.50
User+Device 63.14 90.14 98.21 97.36 0.51
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Fig. 6. Identification (left) and verification (right) accuracy vs pop. size.

2.2% EER with samples containing up to 50 keystrokes and
a population size of 100k users.

We consider pairing user and device behavior by combining
the FPNET embedded vectors with another model inspired
by TypeNet. Summarized in Appendix C, TAUNET (Time
Interval Network) is a RNN that predicts an embedding vector
from the sequence of inter-event times, τ = [τi:{2, . . . , 600} ]
which contains 599 time intervals between 600 events. Note
that unlike TypeNet, TauNet does not require a keycode,
operating only on the time interval between events. Thus, it
could be used for other DOM event types besides keydown
and keyup. TAUNET is trained separately from FPNET but
in a similar regime, using triplet loss with semi-hard online
mining. User+device pairing is performed by concatenating the
FPNET and TAUNET embeddings together, forming a single
256 element feature vector which is then L2 normalized.

Device identification and verification is performed similar
to the previous section: one-shot learning with a 1-nearest-
neighbor classifier for identification. The results are summa-
rized in Table IV, showing performance metrics separately for
phase image (device only) and concatenated (user+device) fea-
tures in addition to device type (desktop, mobile, combined).
One of the main results we’d like to highlight is that rank-1
user+device identification can be performed at 63.14% accu-
racy with a population size of 100k. The significant increase in
performance with concatenated features suggests that FPNET
and TAUNET each capture very different aspects of the event
timestamps. We discuss and verify this in Section VII-A.

The scaling of accuracy with population size is of interest
to better understand the asymptotic behavior of device fin-
gerprinting. Rank-1 identification accuracy and TPR@10−3

are calculated for population sizes ranging from 10k to 100k
in the combined dataset. Figure 6 compares the device only
and user+device features. The rank-1 accuracy of modern
face recognition systems decreases according to a power law
with population size [59], and we note a similar trend here.
Examining asymptotic behavior in depth, which is necessary
to understand how this kind of system might perform in the
wild, remains an item for future work.

VII. DISCUSSION

A. User vs. device behavior

With timestamps obtained from user input (e.g., typing on
keyboard or moving a mouse), there is an opportunity to
measure both user and device behavior. This was performed
in Section VI-B where we combined phase image embeddings
with time interval embeddings to produce a concatenated
user+device fingerprint. Significantly higher identification ac-
curacy is achieved with the combined fingerprint. It would
be ideal, however, to control for both the user and device
during data collection in order to measure each fingerprint in
isolation of the other. This is an issue that has actually plagued
keystroke biometrics research in which device-specific effects
can distort measured typing characteristics [39].

We perform a Mantel test to determine whether user and
device features are independent of each other, considering the
correlation between phase image embedding distances (pre-
sumed device behavior) and time interval embedding distances
(presumed user behavior). The Mantel test is frequently used
in ecology to, e.g., determine whether genetic distances are
correlated with geographic distances [60].

The test works by repeatedly permuting the rows and
columns of one distance matrix and taking Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient ρ (or another correlation metric) be-
tween the two sets of n(n − 1)/2 unique distances. If the
distances are correlated, the test statistic of the permuted
distances should be lower than the original distances. The
significance p of the test is given by the proportion of
permutations that have a higher correlation than the original.
The results of the Mantel test indicate negligible correlation for
both desktop (ρ = 0.038, p = 0.001) and mobile (ρ = 0.181,
p = 0.001) devices, supporting feature independence.
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Fig. 7. Fingerprint permanence. Embedding distance vs time between samples
for desktop (left) and mobile (right) devices. r=Pearson correlation coefficient.

B. Fingerprint permanence

Reliably identifying devices over extended periods of time
requires the device fingerprint to have permanence such that
the fingerprint is invariant to environmental and operating con-
ditions [61]. Prior work has examined the evolution of browser
fingerprints over time and found that as users make software
upgrades, connect new peripherals, and adjust browser set-
tings, the browser fingerprint can significantly change [62].

Like browser fingerprints, peripheral timestamp fingerprints
may evolve over time. Properties of the phase image depend
largely on peripheral hardware, OS family, and browser. As
these elements change, periodic behavior of the device might
also change. Similarly, environmental conditions could affect
DOM event timings, for example as crystal oscillators speed
up or slow down in response to temperature changes [8].

A longitudinal study to evaluate the invariance of phase
image embeddings with respect to environmental conditions
remains an item for future work. Instead through a preliminary
investigation, we quantify the extent to which phase images
change over the relatively short observation periods observed.
The relationship between embedding distance and sample
collection period is shown in Figure 7. The lack of any
significant correlation indicates that embedding distance is
consistent over the time periods observed, which ranged from
about 1-5mins on desktop and 1-20mins on mobile devices.

C. System profiling

We observed evidence of device clustering, noting at a
minimum that many devices share the same fundamental
frequency (see Section IV). The presence of clusters indicates
that device fingerprints may be partially attributed to software
or hardware properties that are common to a group of devices,
including OS family or device brand, and suggests a potential
for system profiling from DOM event timings.

The goal of system profiling is to predict host attributes
of some previously unseen device [1]. Compared to device
fingerprinting, which leverages the uniqueness of a device
to track users, system profiling reveals private attributes of
the host due to similarities with other known hosts. Doing
so enables an attacker to target exploits that may depend on
browser family, version, or device architecture [63]. Profiling
from peripheral timestamps is possible due to platform-specific
(rather than device-specific) behaviors in the event processing
pipeline. For example, touch sampling rate may be unique to

TABLE V
DEVICE PROFILING ACCURACY. BASELINE=MODE PREDICTION.

Attribute Num. Unique Baseline (%) Profiling (%)

Desktop vs. mobile 2 70.0 98.7
OS family 2 58.0 96.5

Browser family 13 41.9 74.8
Device brand 15 47.9 80.8

a particular device model; process scheduling is based on the
particular OS family; and browser families may use different
strategies to optimize the event loop.

To evaluate the potential for system profiling, the embedded
phase images are used to predict several host attributes parsed
from the User-Agent (UA) string including: device type (desk-
top vs mobile), OS family, browser family, and device brand.
The problem is treated as a multi-class classification problem
using a random forest classifier trained separately for each
target and an 80/20 grouped split between train and test sets,
i.e., train/test set devices are mutually exclusive.

Profiling results are summarized in Table V, which reports
the rank-1 classification accuracy of each attribute in addition
to the baseline accuracy obtained by labeling everything as the
mode value. Comparison to the baseline accuracy is necessary
since the attributes are largely imbalanced (e.g., there are 15
different device brands in the mobile dataset, but 47.9% are
Apple devices). Despite FPNET not explicitly being trained
to differentiate between host attributes, the embeddings are
indeed representative of various platforms. These results could
perhaps be improved with a model trained explicitly to predict
host attributes from phase images.

D. Ethics

Using a dataset that contains human-computer interaction to
investigate the privacy of Internet users presents several ethical
concerns. First, the data was collected from human subjects on
the Internet and contains observations in the wild [51], [52].
Although the data is publicly available, we obtained IRB
approval to use the dataset in our own study to ensure the
collection protocol met IRB standards at our institution.

Second, the dataset allows training a reasonably accurate
model able to identify users and devices based on peripheral
timestamps. There are indeed valid use cases for such a model,
for example as a transparent second authentication factor
during website interaction or the detection of bots (i.e., as a
CAPTCHA). However, there is a risk that this approach could
be used as a stateless tracking mechanism. We identity some
ways to mitigate this risk in the following section.

E. Mitigations

The ability to measure time from within a sandboxed
environment underlies many side-channel attacks that break
basic browser security policies [64]. Besides conventional
time sources (e.g., the Date and performance APIs), there
exist a variety of implicit clocks within JavaScript, includ-
ing SharedArrayBuffer and the Channel Messaging
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API [65], [66]. As a result, mitigating browser side-channel
attacks has proven elusive, and preventing time-based finger-
printing is likely to face some of the same challenges.

The dual clock model specifies two independent clocks
and assumes that the reference clock runs much faster than
the subject clock, i.e., fR � fS . Breaking this assumption
would prevent the measurement of instantaneous phase, which
may be achieved by either increasing fS or lowering fR

in order to satisfy fR < fS. Some browsers have done
this: Tor Browser reduces the resolution of all major time
sources to 100ms, i.e., fR = 10Hz [67], and Firefox has a
privacy.resistFingerprinting setting that achieves
the same effect [44]. However, this does not prevent time
measurements through a side-channel, such as incrementing
a SharedArrayBuffer within a tight loop [65].

In addition to reduced clock resolution, modern web
browsers add jitter to high resolution time sources in order
to prevent side-channel attacks such as Spectre [45]: Chrome
v63 adds jitter to performance.now [68], and Firefox
v57 clamps performance.now to 20μs resolution [69].
We evaluate whether these mitigations have any effect on
device fingerprints using the techniques described in this paper,
noting that our work made use of Date.now timestamps
which are already truncated to 1ms. Using the mobile dataset
only, devices are separated based on browser version: Spectre
patches were applied starting in Chrome v63 and Firefox
v57. The within-class embedding distances of each condition
(pre/post-Spectre patches applied) are shown in Figure 8 and
compared using a two-sided Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test.
In both cases, p > 0.05, indicating the null hypothesis (that
the distributions are identical) cannot be rejected. The Firefox
device fingerprint distances actually decrease, which can per-
haps be attributed to Firefox v60 increasing timer resolution
to 1ms which was previously 2ms in Firefox v59 [70].

An alternative mitigation is to inject noise into CS which
would alter the event timings before they reach the browser.
This approach requires temporarily buffering user input some-
where along the event processing pipeline. The buffering
duration should be random such that the true time of the
subject clock tick cannot be measured from within the browser.
Currently only privacy-centric Linux distributions Whonix and
Tails support this capability natively through a systemd
service named kloak, which works by grabbing the keyboard
device and rewriting events to the uinput module [71].

A similar capability could be built into the peripheral itself,
e.g., as a device that sits between the keyboard and the
host [72]. However, the buffering approach comes with a
tradeoff in that it introduces additional latency between the
user physically pressing a key and seeing a character appear
on screen, adding to the already significant input latency that
exists on some systems [12]. Additional complications arise
for touch and mouse pointer input where latency on the order
of 10ms can generally be perceived and spatial (in addition
to timing) features enable user profiling [36]. As behavioral
fingerprinting techniques advance, the need for these kinds of
behavioral privacy tools will continue to increase.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We introduced a new method to fingerprint devices based
on peripheral input. Keyboard and touchscreen events must
typically pass through a low-frequency polling process before
reaching the browser, and this process can exhibit device-
specific behavior. Device fingerprints are extracted from a
phase image that contains modular residues of the timestamps.
Within a population of 100k devices observed in the wild,
approximately 29.7k have a unique device fingerprint derived
from 300 keystrokes. Combined with features that capture user
behavior, this increases to 63.1k unique user+device pairs.

The ability to sense user input is ubiquitous among per-
sonal computers, thus the techniques described in this work
have wide applicability. Device fingerprinting could increase
security [25], for example as an additional factor part of a risk-
based authentication scheme [73]. At the same time, device
fingerprinting could be used to illegitimately track users [28].
It is perhaps worth considering these dual uses in the context of
applying mitigations, for example by making high resolution
time sources permission-based [66]. This idea has previously
been proposed but faces a number of challenges, such as
constructing normative language that users can understand (see
[74] and [75] for an informative discussion).

Future work may consider remote device fingerprinting
using the techniques described. Recent work has shown that
some web traffic is highly correlated with user input, opening
the possibility for remote device fingerprinting [76], [77].
The timing of other peripheral sensors is also of interest.
Our approach can be applied to mouse motion events, which
typically occur at a much higher rate than keyboard events
and thus enable fingerprinting with a shorter collection period.
Scroll events can also be generated at a high rate and on
touchscreen devices may reveal touchscreen sampling behavior
in the same way as keydown and keyup events.

Finally, it is worth further investigating what device prop-
erties influence the timing of peripheral events. Section VII-B
contains a preliminary analysis of fingerprint permanence but
did not examine how device behaviors (e.g., OS processes,
activity in concurrent browser tabs, USB hub contention, etc.)
affect peripheral event timestamps. If any of these sources did
have an effect on event timing, a side or covert channel may
be established, for example by estimating the activity of other
USB devices through DOM event timings.
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APPENDIX A: SUMMARY OF NOTATION

TABLE VI
SUMMARY OF NOTATION.

Symbol Description

ˆ estimated value
˙ intended value
CS subject clock
CR reference clock
ṫi time at the peripheral sensor
tSi time at the subject clock
tRi time at the reference clock
kSi subject clock tick
kRi reference clock tick
T S subject clock period (i.e., resolution)
TR reference clock period (i.e., resolution)
fS subject clock frequency
fR reference clock frequency
τRi time interval between events i− 1 and i
∆f frequency offset
s clock skew
φi instantaneous phase
φTi instantaneous phase with period T
Φ phase image

Our notation is summarized in Table VI. Some terminology
is borrowed from [7] (based on the NTP standard), [40],
and [41]. The subject clock and reference clock are denoted by
CS and CR, respectively. The superscript S denotes terms that
pertain to the subject clock, and R for the reference clock. The
subscript i always refers to the event index. Terms with hat
notationˆdenote variable estimates. Terms with dot notation ˙
denote true values that aren’t observed and can’t be estimated.
This includes the event times ṫi at the peripheral and the
assumed subject clock frequency ḟS, which may be specified
by a known standard (e.g., 125Hz USB polling rate).



APPENDIX B: ESTIMATING INSTANTANEOUS PHASE

Some implementation issues arise when computing Equa-
tion 10 directly using floating point representation. Millisecond
timestamps in epoch format currently require 13 decimal
places of precision, and precision lost is encountered even
with 64 bit floats. Exponential functions, e.g., exp in the
C library, commonly use polynomial approximations [78] in
which rounding errors from the large tRi and small T S are
compounded. We found that the resulting precision loss sig-
nificantly degraded device fingerprints: FPNET was learning
to take a “shortcut” by detecting differences in rounding error
based on the magnitude of tRi .

This issue can be eliminated by implementing Equation 10
with fixed point arithmetic for the critical terms. The equiva-
lence noted by Equation 11 implies that φi can be computed
with truncated division, rewritten as

φi = tRi − T S

⌊
tRi
T S

⌋
. (15)

Equation 15 suffers precision loss primarily from the second
term: rounding error is compounded due to floating point
approximation of T S which gets multiplied with the compara-
tively large

⌊
tRi
T S

⌋
. Computing instantaneous phase with clock

ticks rather than time allows the critical terms to be evaluated
with integer arithmetic. This is achieved by scaling up both
terms by the reference clock and subject clock frequencies.
Multiplying both terms by fRfS yields

φi =
fRfStRi − fR

⌊
tRi
T S

⌋
fRfS

(16)

where the tick count of the reference clock is expressed by
kRi = tRi f

R which is an integer by definition, and the final
division by fRfS scales the instantaneous phase back to units
of time rather than ticks. When fR and fS are both integers,
it is not until the final division that requires converting to a
float. At this point, the only rounding error introduced is due
to floating point representation of the rational. We additionally
note that the number of unique values φi can assume when
fR and fS are integers is min(fR, fR/ gcd(fR, fS)).

APPENDIX C: EMBEDDING MODEL STRUCTURE

FPNET structure is shown in Table VII. Typical of con-
volutional networks, most of the network parameters are
concentrated near the bottom of the network, and with 8.17M
parameters, this network is relatively small by deep learning
standards [79]. The fully connected layer (fc1) provides a
linear readout of the final convolutional layer, i.e., no activation
function is applied. All convolutional layers are followed by
ReLu activation and don’t use any padding. The pooling layers
use a “valid” padding strategy where the output from the
previous layer is padded by 1 if necessary. The depth of each
convolutional layer was balanced with batch size to fit within
GPU memory (40GB on NVIDIA A100). Additional filters
may capture more complex patterns, but a larger batch size
benefits the online triplet mining strategy.

TABLE VII
FPNET STRUCTURE.

layer output size kernel size stride params

input 481 × 600 × 1 0
conv1 481 × 598 × 24 1 × 3 × 24 1 × 1 96
pool1 481 × 299 × 24 1 × 2 × 24 1 × 2 0
conv2 481 × 297 × 32 1 × 3 × 32 1 × 1 2k
pool2 481 × 149 × 32 1 × 2 × 32 1 × 2 0
conv3 481 × 147 × 64 1 × 3 × 64 1 × 1 6k
pool3 481 × 74 × 64 1 × 2 × 64 1 × 2 0
conv4 481 × 72 × 64 1 × 3 × 64 1 × 1 12k
pool4 481 × 36 × 64 1 × 2 × 64 1 × 2 0
conv5 479 × 34 × 96 3 × 3 × 96 1 × 1 55k
pool5 479 × 17 × 96 1 × 2 × 96 1 × 2 0
conv6 477 × 15 × 96 3 × 3 × 96 1 × 1 83k
pool6 477 × 8 × 96 1 × 2 × 96 1 × 2 0
conv7 475 × 6 × 128 3 × 3 × 128 1 × 1 111k
pool7 475 × 3 × 128 1 × 2 × 128 1 × 2 0
conv8 473 × 1 × 128 3 × 3 × 128 1 × 1 148k
flatten 60544 0

fc1 128 7.75M
L2 128 0

total 8.17M

TABLE VIII
TAUNET STRUCTURE.

layer output size params

input N × 1 0
lstm N × 256 264k
fc1 128 33k
L2 128 0

total 297k

TAUNET structure is shown in Table VIII, containing a
single recurrent layer followed by a linear dense layer and
L2 normalization. Because this is a recurrent model, it can
handle variable length sequences along the time dimension.
This model is a simplified version of TypeNet, which contains
two long short-term memory (LSTM) layers with batch nor-
malization and dropout [37]. We found the linear dense layer
following the single LSTM in TAUNET to greatly improve
performance rather than using the final state of the LSTM
layer for embeddings.

Both models are trained for 100 epochs using Adam opti-
mization with learning rate 0.001, β1 = 0.9, and β2 = 0.999
[80], which are the default values in TensorFlow v2.4.1 [81].
Training on the 128,250 devices in the combined dataset, we
found both models to not be prone to overfitting: validation
accuracy plateaued after about 50 epochs and did not subse-
quently decrease.
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